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Abstract
In this lecture on science innovation in China’s regenerative medicine sector, Margaret SleeboomFaulkner shows that the mechanisms by which generalized values and standards are translated
into national policies and practices are disturbed and disabled by other translational processes
linked to nation-state policies. She coins these ‘national home-keeping’. ‘National home-keeping’
refers to forms of policy-making that try to accommodate universal standards created and agreed
elsewhere, and not conducive to economic and scientific development at home.
Using the example of stem cell research and therapy in China, seven bionetworking models show
how diverging forms of standard setting and application result from an interaction between the
state institutions and actors of diverging status at various levels of governance and funding. Local
factors ‘disturb’ the large-scale implementation, moderation and oversight of standard
implementation enough to weaken the authority of dominant standards in China. Margaret argues
that the inclusion of more ‘dissident’ scientists in the ‘global’ formulation of standards could
prevent undesirable home-keeping politics and institutional paralysis.
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